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Materials:

Quiltsmart ZigZapps! Circles 3, 4, 5" - (1) panel
Quiltsmart Double Wedding Ring printed interfacing - (1) panel
Fabric Requirements:
Arcs: ¼ yard OR (1) fat quarter
Background: ½ yard OR (1) fat quarter
Circles:
• 14" pillow - (1) 6" square
• 16" pillow - (2) 6" squares
Backing:
• 14" pillow - (2) 16" x 22" pieces OR ½ yard
• 16" pillow - (2) 14" x 20" pieces OR ½ yard
Binding:
(2) 2½" strips of standard width fabric (44"/45") OR (2) yards of prepared binding
Miscellaneous:
Pillow form insert - 14" OR 16" depending on the size of pillow cover you choose to make
Clear thread OR decorative thread

Instructions:
1. Cut a 16" background square. (pre-quilted works great)
2. Make Double Wedding Ring Arcs: Lay a section of 8 arcs rough side of interfacing to right side of fabric. Stitch on the solid lines.
Trim on all outer dashed lines. Using a Fasturn #6, turn arcs right side out. Finger press edges.
3. Place the arcs as shown, butting the ends together into the corners, overlapping as needed in center. Fuse in place. Bulk can be cut
away in next step. Zigzag with invisible thread or decorative thread and decorative stitch.
4. Following instructions on the ZigZapps! panel for Circles, make the following:
• 16" pillow - make (1) 4" and (1) 5" circle panel.
• 14" pillow - make (1) 4" circle. Cut the 5" circle in quarters. Fuse the 4" circle to the center, cutting away any bulk from the arcs
		 first. Fuse the quarters into the corners. Zigzag circles and circle quarters.
5. To make the 14" pillow: Trim 1" off each edge of your finished pillow top to make a 14" square. Quilt if desired.
6. Fold backing pieces in half to form two pieces (16" x 11" ) OR (14" x 10"). Overlap to make 14" OR 16" square. Baste across
overlap areas and around raw edges.
7. Matching raw edges, place pillow cover onto the backing piece right side up. (You will have the right side of the pillow cover front
facing up, and the wrong side facing what will become the inside of the pillow cover). Using a ¼" seam allowance, sew around all 4
edges.
8. If using 2½" strips, prepare binding. Bind pillow cover.
9. Enjoy!
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